QuickRef
APA DOCUMENTATION STYLE: REFERENCE LIST
(Based on the 6th edition of APA Publication Manual)

An APA-style reference list contains complete publication information from the resources you cited in your paper, alphabetized by the author’s last name. Using standard formats for your entries enhances your credibility with
academic readers, and alphabetizing your list helps fellow researchers quickly locate the sources that you refer to
in the body of your text. For more information, visit http://flash1r.apa.org/apastyle/basics/index.htm
APA-style reference lists are double-spaced, with one-inch margins
all around. Entries are alphabetical by author, or if no author, by title.
Every entry begins flush left; additional lines are indented 5 spaces.
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two authors
Selection from an
edited book
Electronic reference with
corporate author; use journal home page when DOI is
not available
Book with editor(s)
Motion picture
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Note that in general
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Authors’ names are in
reverse order;



Only the first letters of
authors’ first names are
given;



If seven authors or fewer,
list them all. For more than
seven authors, use ellipsis
points after first six, then
list the last author.




“and” is written as “&”;



Use para. when citing a
paragraph number.



Do not include personal
communications in the
reference list. Cite them in
text only.
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Blog post

Start your page with
“References” in the center of
the first line.

Only the first title word (&
the first sub-title word after
the colon, if title has a
colon) is capitalized.
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Online journal article
with assigned DOI
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Magazine article without
DOI, found in library
database

Note: Don’t put a period at the end.
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Important:
 In electronic references, DOI is first choice, journal home page as second choice,
and database home page as third choice.





Articles or books with a DOI no longer need a database name.
To avoid errors, try copying and pasting the DOI into reference.
Always provide issue number (if available) following volume number.
Updated Nov. 2009. For more information, see the printed manual.

